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Severe acute respiratory syndrome: review and
lessons of the 2003 outbreak
Umesh D Parashar and Larry J Anderson
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On 11 February 2003, the Chinese Ministry of Health notified
the World Health Organization (WHO) of an outbreak of
atypical pneumonia that likely emerged in Guandong Province,
China, in November 2002.1 During late February to early
March 2003, clusters of atypical pneumonia were recognized
in Vietnam, Hong Kong, Canada, and Singapore.2–6

Epidemiological investigations revealed that the index patients
for each of these clusters had stayed on the ninth floor of a hotel
in Hong Kong on 21–22 February (Figure 1). Further
investigation indicated that the likely source of the outbreak
was a physician from Guandong Province (Case A) who stayed
on the same hotel floor on 21 February. This physician had
cared for patients affected by the respiratory disease outbreak
and he had been symptomatic with a febrile, respiratory illness
since 15 February. This dramatic chain of transmission brought
to the world’s attention this new respiratory disease, called
severe acute respiratory syndrome (SARS), and clearly
illustrated the potential for SARS to spread extensively from a
single infected person and to rapidly disseminate globally
through air travel. The WHO issued an historic global alert7

and, together with its international partners, initiated a rapid
and intense response to this global public health emergency.
The response led within 2 weeks to the identification of the
aetiological agent, SARS-associated coronavirus (SARS-CoV),8–11

and to a series of decisive and effective containment efforts that
interrupted the last chain of human transmission in less than
4 months.12 In this article, we review what has been learned
about the aetiological agent and its pathogenesis and pathology,
clinical manifestations, epidemiology, and diagnosis plus
strategies for control of SARS.

Aetiological agent
SARS-CoV is an enveloped, positive-stranded, RNA virus in the
Coronaviridae family (Figure 2). Coronaviruses are associated
with a variety of enteric and respiratory disease syndromes
in several animal species. The two recognized human
coronaviruses other than SARS-CoV, OC 43, and 229 E, have
definitively been associated only with upper respiratory illness.
SARS-CoV was first cultured in Vero E6 cells from autopsy

tissue, bronchoalveolar lavage, and nasal swab samples obtained
from patients hospitalized in Hong Kong, Canada, Germany,
and Singapore, with identification by electron microscopy and
complete genomic sequencing. The aetiological role of SARS-
CoV was confirmed by the replication of an illness similar to that
seen among humans in experimentally infected cynomolgus
macaques, followed by re-isolation of the virus and detection of
a specific immune response in the infected macaques.13,14 The
genomic sequence of SARS-CoV is quite distinct from that of
other human and animal coronaviruses,15,16 suggesting that the
virus has likely circulated in its natural reservoir for a consid-
erable period of time.

The search for the origins of SARS-CoV and its potential
reservoir(s) is ongoing. As many as 42% of the early SARS cases
in Guandong occurred among people who were involved in
animal trade or in food preparation,17 and people involved in
animal trade in Guandong were more likely to have antibodies
to SARS-CoV than those who did not trade animals or general
population controls.18 In addition, a coronavirus with 99%
homology with human SARS-CoV isolates was recovered from
civet cats and a racoon dog sold live for food in markets in
Guangdong.19 Collectively, these observations support the
hypothesis that SARS-CoV was first transmitted from wild
animals used for food to humans, with subsequent person-
to-person transmission.

Experimental studies have shown that ferrets and domestic
cats are also susceptible to infection by SARS-CoV and that they
can efficiently transmit the virus to previously uninfected
animals that are housed with them.20 Further clues to the
animal reservoir for SARS-CoV might be provided by studies
of wild and domesticated animals from animal markets in
Guandong and the genomic sequence analysis of any viral
isolates obtained from these species as well as from human
patients. Studies have also demonstrated the presence of
antibody to SARS-CoV or a SARS-CoV-like virus in a small
proportion of healthy adults in Hong Kong who had sera
banked in May 2001, at least 2 years prior to the SARS
outbreak.21 This finding suggests that SARS may have been
transmitted periodically in the past from animals to humans and
the virus may have evolved and adapted to human infection
and transmission22 or that chance events resulting in efficient
transmission led to the outbreak in 2003.

Pathogenesis and pathology
The site of initial infection with SARS-CoV is unknown and
the pathogenesis of SARS is not completely understood.
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Figure 1 Chain of transmission of severe acute respiratory syndrome (SARS) among guests at Hotel M—Hong Kong, 2003 (Source: MMWR
2003;52:241–48). A represents the index patient (physician from Guandong Province) and B-J represent individual patients that were affected in
the outbreak. HCW = health care worker(s)

Figure 2 Electron micrograph of SARS-associated coronavirus

Angiotensin-converting enzyme 2 (ACE2) was recently
identified as a functional SARS-CoV receptor,23 and ACE2 is
efficiently expressed in lung, heart, kidney, and gastrointestinal
tissue in humans. SARS-CoV has been isolated in cell culture in
autopsy specimens from lung, intestinal, and kidney tissue of
patients who died of SARS.24,25 SARS-CoV RNA can also be
detected by reverse transcription-polymerase chain reaction
(RT-PCR) assays in the plasma and serum of more than 50% of
patients during the first week of illness.26

Pathological findings in the lungs of SARS patients during
the first 10 days of illness include pneumocyte proliferation and
desquamation, hyaline membrane formation, mixed inflam-
matory infiltrate, and intra-alveolar oedema.27,28 Increased
numbers of interstitial and alveolar macrophages, with focal
haemophagocytosis in interstitial macrophages, have also been
described. In cases of longer duration, diffuse alveolar damage,
squamous metaplasia, and multinucleated giant cells, of

macrophage origin, are observed. Biopsy and autopsy
specimens from the colon and terminal ileum of SARS patients
show relatively normal architecture with no evidence of villous
atrophy or inflammatory infiltrates.29 No distinct histopatho-
logical changes have been described in other tissues.

The role of cytokines and immunopathogenic mechanisms in
SARS are being investigated. Lymphopaenia is common among
patients with SARS. While CD4 T lymphocytes counts are
reduced in nearly all SARS patients, reductions in circulating
levels of CD8 T lymphocytes, B lymphocytes, and natural killer
cells are also common.30,31 CD4 and CD8 lymphocyte counts
fall early in the course of illness, and low CD4 and CD8 levels
have been associated with more severe illness. The presence
of lymphopaenia and pathological manifestations of diffuse
alveolar damage, destruction of the white pulp of the spleen,
and haemophagocytosis suggest that proinflammatory cytokines
released by stimulated alveolar macrophages may have a major
role in the pathogenesis of SARS.27

Death from SARS usually occurs late in the course of illness
(�1 week after onset) and has been attributed to adult respira-
tory distress syndrome, multiorgan failure, thromboembolic
complications, secondary infections, and septic shock. Co-
infection with human metapneumovirus has been reported
among patients with laboratory-confirmed SARS;32 however,
the role of co-infection in amplifying the pathogenicity of
SARS-CoV is unknown.

Clinical manifestations
SARS-CoV disease has a median incubation period of
approximately 4–6 days; most patients become ill within
2–10 days after exposure. The most common initial symptom is
fever, often accompanied by headache, myalgias, malaise, chills,
and rigor. Respiratory symptoms typically do not begin until
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2–7 days after onset of fever, but may be present at onset in up
to one-third of patients. Lower respiratory tract symptoms are
common and typically include a non-productive cough with
later onset of dyspnoea. Upper respiratory symptoms such as
rhinorrhoea and sore throat are seen in less than 25% of
patients. Diarrhoea has been reported at presentation in
approximately 25% of patients, although this symptom was
observed in as many as 73% of all patients affected by an
outbreak at an apartment complex in Hong Kong that is
believed to have resulted from fecal-oral/respiratory trans-
mission of SARS-CoV.33 Respiratory signs such as rales and
rhonchi are present in less than one-third of cases, and their
severity often does not correlate with the findings seen on chest
radiographs. Elderly patients and those with underlying chronic
illnesses such as renal failure sometimes present with atypical
symptoms, including the absence of fever.34 In general, SARS
appears to be milder in children.35,36

Haematological abnormalities include lymphopaenia
(70–90% of patients), thrombocytopaenia (30–50%),
prolongation of the activated partial thromboplastin time
(40–60%), and elevated levels of lactate dehydrogenase
(70–90%), alanine or aspartate aminotransferases (20–30%),
and creatinine phosphokinase (30–40%). None of these
laboratory findings can reliably discriminate between SARS-
CoV disease and other atypical pneumonias. Chest radiographs
may be normal in up to 30% of patients who are evaluated
early in illness, and high-resolution chest computed
tomography scans can detect abnormalities in up to two-thirds
of patients with normal chest X-rays.37–44 Nearly everyone
with SARS-CoV disease develops radiographic evidence of
pneumonia by illness day 7–10. The radiographic abnormalities
typically begin as isolated, focal, ground glass opacities
predominately in a peripheral location, often in the lower lobes,
and progress over several days to focal, multifocal, or diffuse
consolidation involving additional lobes or both lungs;
mediastinal lymphadenopathy, cavitation, atelectasis, and
pleural effusions are uncommon.

Some 15–25% of patients with SARS-CoV disease require
mechanical ventilation, and about half of these people die
despite ventilation therapy. Severity of illness and risk of death
from SARS increases with advancing age and in the presence of
certain underlying medical conditions, particularly diabetes
mellitus.45 The overall case-fatality rate of approximately 10%
can increase to �50% in people older than age 60.

Epidemiology
During the 2003 global epidemic, 8098 cases of probable SARS
with 774 (9.6%) deaths were reported in 29 countries.46 The
countries with the greatest number of reported cases included
mainland China (N = 2674), Hong Kong Special Administrative
Region (N = 977), Taiwan (N = 218), Singapore (N = 161), and
Canada (N = 151). Health care facilities were severely affected
and transmission in hospitals was a major factor in the
amplification of outbreaks. In addition to health care workers,
who accounted for 21% of all cases globally, other patients on
the same ward as SARS patients and visitors to the hospital
were affected. For example, of 74 cases reported from 15 April
to 9 June in Toronto, Canada, 39% occurred among health care
workers, 38% resulted from exposure during hospitalization,

and 23% occurred among hospital visitors.47 After health care
facilities, households of SARS patients were the second most
common setting of SARS-CoV transmission. Surveys in Hong
Kong and Singapore indicated that 6–8% of people in the
households of SARS patients may have been secondarily
infected.48,49 The risk of transmission was greatest among those
involved in direct patient care or other close contact with the
patient. Transmission to casual and social contacts appears to be
uncommon, but secondary cases have been documented after
exposures in the workplace and on airplanes and other
conveyances.50,51

The epidemiology of SARS outbreaks suggests that SARS-CoV
is transmitted primarily through droplets and close personal
contact, a conclusion that is supported by the finding that
surgical masks confer protection against infection.51,52 Studies
documenting stability of the virus for days in the environment
raise the possibility of fomite transmission, and in a few
instances, possible transmission by small-particle aerosols
cannot be excluded. In particular, aerosol-generating medical
procedures (e.g. endotracheal intubation, bronchoscopy) may
be associated with an increased risk of transmission in health
care settings.53–56 Given that profuse watery diarrhoea is seen
in a significant proportion of patients and SARS-CoV can be
shed in large quantities in stool, faeces remain a possible source
of virus and fecal-oral or fecal-respiratory spread are the leading
hypotheses for a large outbreak affecting more than 300 people
at an apartment complex in Hong Kong.9

Mathematical modelling studies indicate that each SARS case
infects an average of two to four people.57–59 However, some
SARS patients are very efficient in transmitting SARS-CoV to
susceptible people under certain circumstances, leading to so-
called ‘super-spreading events’.51,53–56,60 Super-spreading
events have occurred in a number of settings, including the
hotel in Hong Kong, from which the SARS outbreak
disseminated globally, and hospitals in many locations. The
factors contributing to super-spreading events are not com-
pletely understood but may be related to the inherently greater
infectiousness of some patients, alternative modes of transmis-
sion, or the exposure of large numbers of contacts in an environ-
ment conducive to transmission.

Asymptomatic SARS-CoV infections have been documented,61

but they appear to be uncommon and their epidemiological
significance in disease transmission has not been established.
The risk of transmission from patients appears to be greatest
during the second week of illness,51 which correlates with the
timing of peak viral load in respiratory secretions.9 The tim-
ing of peak infectiousness might also explain, in part, the
predilection for SARS-CoV to spread in health care settings, as
most patients seek medical care by the end of the first week
of illness. Although SARS-CoV RNA can be detected in fecal
specimens by RT-PCR for more than a month after the onset of
illness, no transmission has been documented more than
10 days after the resolution of fever.

Genome sequencing analyses indicate that SARS-CoV isolates
from the outbreaks in Hong Kong, Vietnam, Singapore,
Toronto, and Taiwan are closely related and match the viral
isolate obtained from the ill physician from Guandong Province,
supporting the epidemiological conclusion that each of these
outbreaks was directly or indirectly linked to the ill physician.62

On the other hand, SARS-CoV isolates from Guangdong
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Province exhibit greater diversity and other viruses belonging to
genetic lineages different from the global outbreak strain were
introduced into Hong Kong prior to March 2003, but these
introductions did not lead to large outbreaks. These data raise
the question of whether some viral strains may have an
inherently greater epidemic potential; this hypothesis needs
further evaluation. Alternatively, differences in transmission
unrelated to virus strain (i.e. super-spreading events) could
explain the presence or absence of outbreaks associated with
independent human infections.

Diagnosis
The clinical manifestations of SARS-CoV disease are not
sufficiently distinct from those of other respiratory pathogens
to permit a reliable differential diagnosis. However, a
combination of clinical and epidemiological features can
provide clues to the diagnosis of SARS.63 With no documented
person-to-person transmission of SARS-CoV worldwide, the
predilection for SARS-CoV to cause unusual clusters of
pneumonia in health care settings provides a means to focus on
surveillance efforts. If the re-emergence of SARS-CoV is
confirmed, then a history of exposure to known SARS case-
patients or SARS-affected areas may be helpful in early
recognition of patients.

The laboratory diagnosis of SARS-CoV is based on either
detection of viral RNA in clinical specimens or the finding of
antibodies directed against SARS-CoV in serum. Viral isolation
is not recommended for routine diagnosis because of its low
sensitivity and the biosafety hazards it poses. Available real-time
RT-PCR assays for SARS-CoV are highly specific and can detect
as few as 1–10 copies of viral RNA in clinical specimens, but a
low viral load in respiratory and fecal specimens during the first
week of illness limits the clinical sensitivity and utility of these
assays. Limited data suggest that SARS-CoV RNA can be
detected in the serum of more than 50% of SARS patients
during the first week of illness.26 Because of the potential for
contamination, positive RT-PCR results should be confirmed by
testing a second specimen in a reference laboratory.64 The
identification of serological antibody to SARS-CoV remains the
reference standard for confirmation of SARS-CoV infection.
However, antibody is usually detectable only after the first week
of illness and some patients may not mount an antibody
response for up to 21–28 days after illness onset. It is important
to note that neither a negative RT-PCR test nor a negative test

of serum obtained �28 days after illness onset can reliably
exclude infection with SARS-CoV.

Body fluids that should be submitted for testing from patients
with suspected SARS include respiratory tract secretions,
serum, whole blood, and stool. Lower respiratory tract
specimens (e.g. sputum, bronchial alveolar lavage fluid) appear
to have higher yield than upper respiratory tract specimens (e.g.
nasal or pharyngeal aspirates or swabs). Collection of multiple
specimens of different types is likely to increase the overall
diagnostic yield, and different specimens will have a greater
diagnostic yield at different times in illness (Table 1).

SARS-CoV test results should always be considered in the
context of clinical and epidemiological findings. In the setting of
no SARS human-to-human transmission worldwide, the
positive predictive value of a SARS-CoV test is extremely low,
and thus any positive laboratory result must be interpreted with
extreme caution because of its implications for global public
health.

Diagnostic assays for other respiratory pathogens may be
helpful in differentiating SARS-CoV disease from other
illnesses, but SARS patients may be simultaneously infected
with SARS-CoV and another respiratory pathogen. Factors that
should be considered in the evaluation of patients with dual
infections include the strength of the epidemiological exposure
criteria for SARS-CoV disease, the specificity of the alternate
diagnostic test, and the compatibility of the clinical presentation
and course of illness with the alternative diagnosis.

Strategies for control of SARS
In the absence of a vaccine, effective drugs, or natural immunity
to SARS-CoV, the key to controlling SARS is the classic public
health control strategy of case identification and containment.
These measures proved effective and were associated with
cessation of transmission throughout the world by July 2003.

The key to containment efforts is a surveillance system that
provides ready access to timely information on the number of
new cases, the likely source of exposure for cases, the number
of cases not previously identified as contacts, and the number of
contacts with high-risk exposures to known cases (potential
prospective cases). Since SARS anywhere has implications
locally, nationally, and globally, it is essential that the health
care and public health communities exchange information on
individual SARS cases and the status of SARS transmission in
the community and globally.

Table 1 Selection of specimens for SARS-CoV testing, by time from onset of symptoms

Specimen �1 week after 1–3 weeks after �3 weeks after
symptom onset symptom onset symptom onset

Serum ++ ++ ++

Blood plasma ++ + �

Respiratory (BAL, + ++ +
sputum, nasal aspirate
and wash, np/op swabs)

Stool + ++ ++

np/op = nasopharyngeal/oropharyngeal; BAL = bronchioalveloar lavage.
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Once a potential case of SARS is detected, appropriate
infection control measures must be implemented immediately
to prevent transmission. SARS patients often require
hospitalization because of the severity of their illness; those
with less severe illness are sometimes hospitalized to ensure
that strict isolation procedures are followed. In other settings,
patients have been managed in residential settings after
evaluation of their suitability for this purpose. Because
the possibility of airborne transmission cannot be excluded,
patients who require hospitalization should preferably be
admitted to an airborne infection isolation room or specially
adapted SARS unit or ward where they can be treated safely
and appropriately. In some settings, a lack of isolation rooms
and/or a need to concentrate infection control efforts and
resources may lead to a strategy of grouping patients in
individual rooms on the same floor, which proved effective in
many settings in the 2003 outbreak. Health care workers should
strictly adhere to use of appropriate personal protective
equipment, and the potential for transmission to other non-
SARS patients and hospital visitors should be minimized
through administrative controls.

Contact tracing, the identification of people potentially
exposed to a case of SARS, is essential to prevent spread. This
provides a means to focus control efforts on people who are at
high risk of SARS, to identify people early in the course of their
illness, and to implement control measures before they can
spread the virus to others. Contact tracing, evaluation for
illness, and monitoring should be an immediate high priority to
maximize the chance to rapidly control an outbreak. During the
2003 outbreak, quarantine of exposed people was one of the
contact management strategies used to prevent inadvertent
SARS-CoV exposures by separating those exposed from the
unexposed. This potentially decreased the interval between the
onset of symptoms and the institution of control measures.

Other key components of an effective SARS control strategy
include the following: (1) systems for rapid and frequent
communication of crucial information about SARS; (2)
education and training of public health and health care workers
about the clinical and epidemiological aspects of SARS,
appropriate use and interpretation of laboratory tests, and best
practices for effective use of infection control strategies; and (3)
efficient information technology systems that provide a means
to link clinical, epidemiological, and laboratory data on SARS
cases and to disseminate this information locally, nationally, and
globally, and systems that allow rapid identification, tracking,
evaluation, and monitoring of contacts of SARS cases.

Conclusions
The emergence of SARS-CoV dramatically illustrates the
potential for a new disease to suddenly appear and spread,
leading to widespread health, social, and economic
consequences. Fortunately, the experience also demonstrates
the power of traditional public health measures—including
surveillance, infection control, isolation, and quarantine—to
contain and control a SARS outbreak. It is not possible to predict
when and where SARS-CoV will reappear and whether it will
cause similar outbreaks in the future. Possible sources of virus
for a re-emergence of SARS-CoV include its original animal
reservoir, persistent infection in humans, or the laboratory. The

recently detected SARS-CoV cases in China are hypothesized to
represent animal-to-human transmission,65,66 and each of the
laboratory-acquired cases in Singapore and Taiwan highlight the
need for stringent biosafety precautions.67,68 To achieve the type
of swift and decisive response that is required to control a SARS
outbreak, we must be prepared and have learned from the many
lessons of the 2003 SARS outbreak. Preparation for a response to
an outbreak of SARS requires co-ordination and co-operation
among public health, health care, and other emergency response
entities at all levels of government. Investments in SARS
preparedness are likely to yield additional dividends in
preparedness to battle other emerging infectious diseases and
other threats to public health.
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